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Business Succession Planning 
 

A large hand appears, taps the screen and a flower shop appears. The hand enlarges the size of the 
business.  

For many Canadians owning and operating a business is more than an income 
stream. It’s a life’s work, a passion. 

The single flower shop becomes incorporated into a busy street scape of other business and offices 
towers.  

But many business owners are so busy, they don’t have the time to think about 
what happens when it’s time to move on.    

With a man and woman looking on, “Business for sale” appears on the window. 60% appears beside the 
text. A large hand peels all the text off the screen like a window decal. The hand slaps up 9% on the 
business plateglass window. http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2017/bdc/Iu134-1-4-2017-eng.pdf** 

A recent study showed that 60% of small to medium sized business owners aged 
over 50 plan to exit their business in the next five years. The same study also 
showed that just 9% had a formal written succession plan.  

A gavel appears on the window. The word “SOLD” appears next to it. Rack focus to the inside of the 
store as the father hands the son the keys to the store. The son hands the father the keys to the delivery 
van. 

Will the business be sold to the highest bidder on the market? Will it be handed 
to someone in the family to carry on the legacy? What kind of role do you want, if 
any, with the business after ownership has changed hands? 

Zoom back through the window. The mother plants a seed in a pot. The seed begins to grow under her 
watchful eye. It begin to bloom. She sticks a “For Sale” sign in it. 

It’s also important to think about when to begin developing a succession plan. 
Ideally, since it can be a five to 10 year process, a succession plan is best 
developed in a company’s growth phase in order to get as much value as possible. 



Zoom back to outside window. A polishing cloth puts an extra shine on the business. The cloth wipes 
across the screen to reveal travel brochures, a set of golf clubs and a world map. 

A formal succession plan should be a critical part of your overall business plan 
because it can help you get as much value as possible for your company. It can 
also act as a framework for your future beyond the business.  

The keys are handed over to another person. Symbols appear on screen depicting rising stock prices, 
money and a house.  

A business transition can have a significant effect on an owner’s personal wealth, 
and may require a different approach to investment, tax and estate planning. 

A pencil draws a dotted path with symbols appearing along the path for for a lawyer, an accountant, and 
a business valuator. Transition into closing frame of ‘speak to your advisor’.  

These are all topics to discuss with your advisor, who may also be able to refer 
you to other business transition specialists, such as a lawyer, accountant and 
business valuator. With the right team around you, helping to implement a sound 
succession plan, you’ll be in a stronger position to achieve your business and 
personal goals. 
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